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Single bunch longitudinal instability prodaclag aa increase of the
bunch area have been observed la proton synchrotron aad storage rings.
Signals at aicrovave frequencies are observed during the bunch blow-up
and because of this the effect has been called the aicrovave instability.

A siailar increase la bunch area is observed also la electron stor-
age rings, where it is usually referred to as the bunch lengthening ef-
fect.

It was suggested by Soussard1 that this effect sight be explained
using the veil known longitudinal coasting bcaa instability2*3 vith the
assumptions chat the unstable aodes have a wavelength shorter than the
bunch length and that their rise tiae is shorter than the synchrotron
oscillation period. In this approach one caa introduce a threshold for
the instability using the foraulas givea in references 4 or 5, with the
local bunch value of the currant and energy spread.

Following the work by Boussard several authors have worked on this
problea.6"11 All these theories use soae approximations cither in the
formulation of the Vlasov equation, or in its solutioa, or in the ia-
pedance used to describe the bean self-force. This paper is an atteapt
to obtain a store general theory of this effect. Here we describe the
aodel used and the aethod of calculation, together with soae general re-
sults. More detailed results will be given in another paper.

The aain result of this paper is the derivatioa of a coaditioa for
the existence of a fast loagitudiaal bunch blow-ua. This coaditioa is
a generalised "threshold formula", showing explicitly the dependence on
the bunch energy spread and length. This condition is qualitatively in
agreement with Boussard*s suggestion.1

The tera "fast blow-up" that we use here has the following meaning.
The tiae scale involved in longitudinal instabilities can be characterized
by the revolutioa frequency, x o > the synchrotron frequency, ±f, and the
rise tiae -la- »« assua* that »

279T1

x « xs o

which is satisfied in all storage rings.
is then defined by

The regine of "fast blow-up"

Although we assume that this inequality is satisfied we will not neglect
the effect of synchrotron oscillations, so that x s • 0.

II. THE VLASOV EQCATIOR

The convenient tool for the investigation of the coherent motions
of a is provided by the Vlasov equation, the Vlasov equation for
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th« longitudinal notion can be written, assuming ch« focusing totem f
be linear, a* '

• •*» 1$ *
when *, i« th« synchrotron frequency, 5 la cb« angvlar distance between
• particla U cha bunch an* the •yachronous particle, . • • (=,-,t) is the
pareicla distribution fraction ia pha»a spaca aa* ;(-,t) • j * . d^ -(r,T,t)
la cha particla llaa daaalty (par radiaa). Tha Craaa's function G<r,c)
dascribaa tha salf iataraccioa of tha particles la tha b«aa. C(r,t) ia
periodic ia ~ with period Zr, and causality desaada C to vanish for t < 0.

N'ota that tha self-force due to disconcinulries arcund tha ring caa
also be described ia .he average by a periodic Creea's function, pro-
vided that the revolution frequency XQ is auch sreater than i,. For ex-
asp le, the Green's function for a single resonance with shunt ir.pedaoce
XS( frequency x R and width T is given by

C(=,e) 5 CM*
p O

*~~ tIco«x*(t-t") - f?

vhere R is the ring radius, x£ * Lx£ . 7-1' and £p is rhe periodic delta
function. The Fourier conpcnents of C(-,t) are related.to the conven-
tional icpedance Z by

12)

where ~ is the frequency slip factor v~2 - v-2 and n^ is the particla
aass.

As usual, we try to solve (1) within a linear approximation. Define

(3)

where ?• is the coherent frequency.
Note that the coherent frequency x- es seen by the pick up systaai la

related to *1 by

.. + nxo ,

where n is any integer. We as

(5)
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Expanding (1) to first order la 6, we obtain

at , at^
- o

and

(7)
In Eqs. (6) and (7) we hav* ignored a tera ditch causes a shift in that
synchrotron frequency *g, and sake* it a function of z. This change la
x is important to study Landau damping effects for slaw blcv-up effects
. U/"ln) < i'sJ* Hovever it can be neglected viien studying fast blcv-op
effects.

introduce polar coordinates for the synchrotron motion.

C • r cosg, » " r*f sinS. (8)

In terns of these variables, the general solution of (6) is given by

v o - v o ( r ) . (9)

In this gaper, we shall treat only the case of a Gaussian bunch.

_-r2/2L2
(10)

L is half of the ras bunch length in units of radians and X is th« total
nuaber of particles in the bunch. The normalizatioa of -o I* such that

3̂ >()-, .o--'o r d r :o(r) - H .
= For later use, let us introduce here the Hankel transform of - o(r):

J
o
( k r )»

(12)

Note that the half width (rms) of A(k) in k is L"1. The full
tua spread Lp of the bunch is related to L by.

=2.
P

In order to solve (7), set

dfe ^ / rdr ^

(13)

(U)
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and

C a and

la* (13)

are related by

Ve call the indices n and u abov* ch« revolution Mode number and the syn-
chrotroei node nuaber respectively.

In terms of C and }., Eq. (7) becoaes

/ dr v'WJJarU (nr) -f s . (17)
•J o iA t» n n

This equation was first obtained by Sacherer^ and by Chao and Gareyte.*
In solving (17), Sacherer assuoes 1/r '^(r) to be constant through-

out the region 0 < r < •, and tta a consequence, in his approach differ-
ent revolution nodes decouple. His assuaption amounts to assuaing a
very long bunch, and it is true in general that for « lcn% bunch (not
such shorter than the ring circumference), different re* ?lution modes
decouple. Sacherer further assuaes that the eigenvectors >.M,^ *fe 'unouo
vecrors, and uses thea to deduce, phenomenologically, information about
the eigenvalue H.

We concur with the opinion that the coupling of various revolution aodes
is an intrinsic part of high frequency coherent motion of a bunched beaa.?

III. FAST BLOW-UP REGISC

We wish to study (17) in the following aicrowave fast blow up Halts

I
L » (18)

x x
s s

» I

(18) implies that the coherent wavelength is auch shorter than the
buach length, and (19) means that the rise tiae of the instability
is such faster than a synchrotron period.

Notice the pole (f.-ox,)"! la (17). Sine* IaT. » xt, aany such poles
corresponding to different u's contribute with roughly the saae order of
r.agnitude. In other words, when fast blow ua occurs, aaay synchrotron
xodes are excited siaultaneously.
(17) over all u'«.

Using (16), (17) becoaes

: is therefore convenient to

z (20)



where

• i

£) °

V*"2

(21)

(22)

The series la (22) can be «ua*ed conveniently if v* go to Kankel
transformed space (11). The dacails of this calculation ar* givtn In
Appendix A, Htra v only datcriba the aaia results. la teras of a
function v,

cosv • I -

(22) can be expirestod as
\.l

UM-I
A(k)

(23)

(24)

where S + and S* are two different functions. We should use S* or S* de-
pending on whether n and a have the M M or the opposite signs.

It suffices for the purpose here to give the functions S z just for
the velues of v in the interval (0,n).

(25)

(26)

* W 0 - r ("cot f- sin -ft . „. fit] §
• L « s »J

S <v,..) - — sia r (sin r ) .
s s V s/

Substituting (12) into (24), we obtain

i.~). (27)

where k' is related to k In (24) by

k'2 - k2 . ( l n ! . | . ! ) 2 .

cos tt • I - (21)
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Because of tha exponential factor la tha integrand of (27), th«
main contribution t̂» tha Integral coaas froa tha region k' < /2/L.
Applying (IS), we sea froa (28) chat, effectively,

0 < u « n, (2f)

u*k'M~*. (30)

S*(u,C) can now ba greatly siaplifled in tha limit (19). Using (29)
we see immediately that

(3D

S~(u,3) * 0 . (32)

Va concluda froa (32) that a and n of opposite signs do not couple.
In other words, tha "fast wave" and tha "slow wave" components within tha
bunch do not interfere in the aicrovave fast blow up Halts.

From now on, we consider only the case a,n > 0. Sue to tha factor
e-lf<n-a)2L2 io (27), TmfIl is saall when {n-aj > /I/L. Again using ( U ) ,
we obtain

So finally, by approximating tha upper integration liait. of (27) by
have

2Mrr ?
a2 J
s o

kdk a exp(i:'Va«i), (33)

T
a,n

(34)

(33) can be expressed in terms of a parabolic cylinder function:

(3$)

The function f(a) has tha

f (a) < 1, If la a

ollowing properties:

(0) - I .

0t or if la a - 0. a «* 0.
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To conclude this section we summarize the above results that the
coherent frequencies fi are solutions of the secular equation

a V a,n a

la the microwave fast blow up limits,

in 1 Z(iixo)

2n
<*. L )

2 *

>2L2

(40)

where f(a) is given by (36).
Froa (40), we see right away that a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for different revolution nodes in a bunched beaa to approximately
decouple Vis that the bunch is long. The saae conclusion can be reached

/ from the exact expression (24).

IV. CONDITIONS FOR FAST BLOW UF

In order to draw conclusions frost (39) and (40), we have to have
some idea about the longitudinal impedance Z(nx*o).

It has been pointed out" that, in the high frequency domain of in-
terest for the microwave instability, the iapedance function Z(x) for
many existing machines including ACS, ISft, SPEAK etc. can be roughly ap-
proximated by a giant resonance with unity Q-factor. The resonance fre-
quency is taken to be the cut off frequency x e of the ring,*

ZC") "" i
JUCC K

c s
(x2-*2)

(41)

The parameter ft, varies from one accelerator to another. Ve shall base
our discussions on the approximate expression (41).
« We take the microwave region to be that satisfying

I x » u + nx •• nx > x
I o o c
i Suppose we wish to find a coherent frequency near x • noxo,

no xo ^ * C«%W* *** that Z(nX)/n as given by (41) is approximately con-
stant in the interval h o • /2/L *> n <« n^ + /I/L, provided 1//&. xo/xc

« 1. We assume the last inequality to hold.
So we approximate (40) by

-%(n-a)2L2

(42)

If the matrix M has an eigenv*
.". vith I,/". » xs,

>'"M which is equal to unity for soae
there will be'a coherent instability with that

"Defined as x * c/d, d being the V K U B O chaaber diaensioa
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frequency.
Aa an approxiaatlon w« shall extend the range of a «nd • In (42)

to be -" < n, a < + •• The most likely fast instability corresponds
to the biggest eigenvalue of the matrix 1^ n. It ia easy to see that
the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix with e*4(n-")L2 M ita elements ia
given by

£ /F
L

y .-2.V/L2 (43)

Therefore the condition for fast blow up bee

2 /-.A"2 z(nJO
- i

* ( * <44)

where (13) has been used, and the average current ia
Let us define the threshold current I t n by

Lth (45)

If Im g(L) < Ith, then we see froa (38) that (44) docs not have
a solution with ".j > 0. That means under this condition there is no
microwave fast blow up. (We use the notation, Ci * ̂ -f. + ̂ ;i)«

If I-v g(L) - I t h, then (44) has a solution with

- 0 , (46)

when the function f (r./xfnoL) • 1. (Remember that"f.R'« f^.)
In this sense, (46) together with (18) and (19) define the

threshold conditions for microwave fest blow up in analogous to the
conventional slow blow up threshold condition for bunch beams.

(47)

Note that the wavelength 4 (in radians) la releted to n<, by __
K • 2~<nQ. The quantity ~_ « (Hf/i, )•(-&/!.) determines the current
needed to sustain a fast btow up with growth rate .~j and wavelength t.
The greater the quantity ij, the bigger the current needed for that in*
stability. I c n aeasures the minimi a current needed for any aicroveve
fast blow up to occur.

The quantity Zj is the product
of the synchrotron oscillation per
and -t/L whose inver1 "e gives the ma ber of wavea of the perturbing
electronagnetic fi,, d la the bunch
tion, i/L is saall, and it is poss:
r.j/Af is large.

of "x/*a» which gives the ratio
od to the Instability riae tine,

length. For aicrovave perturba-
ble to have
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L«t us look Into the properties of I«y g(L), If L is large, we ca
just keep the leading tens in the first equality of (43), and obtain

On the other hand", if L is small then frost.the second equality of (43)
we have

*av * ( L ) *"

(Remember that for a Gaussian bunch the peak current Ip«*k *n& *BB average
current Igy are related by fpaak • /2IT/L lay).

DISCUSSIONS

We have reached the conclusions that (46) together with (18) and
(19) define the threshold conditions for microwave fast blow up with
the corresponding threshold current given by (45).

It is worth emphasizing that even if the current is below the micro-
wave fast blow up threshold, we still have to worry about the slow blow
up as defined by Hj *> *,.

It is well known that in the long wave length and long wake field
limits, a single bunch is always stable. However, it can also be shown
that in the short vave length limit, no matter how large lp/p is, half
of the synchrotron modes of a single bunch beam are always unstable with
possibly small but finite l£. (Small as compared to X's). But the last
statement is based on the assumption that the synchrotron frequency is
independent of the synchrotron amplitude r. So we expect that the thresh-
old condition corresponding to short wave length and (47), if it exists,
should depend on te£% as well as 4p/p. "
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix, we show how the series In Eq. (22) can be sunwaa1

and thus obtain Eqs. (24)-(26).
Substituting (11) into (22), we obtain

(A-l)

But

drJ1(kr)Jil(ar)Ji

JfcUt slnjiv,

(A-2)

where v-is given by Eq. (23). When a and n have the samm (opposite)
sign, we should take the first (second) expression in (A-2). (A-2) is
valid when ||n|-[a|| $ It < |nl+l«|. For k outside of this region, the
integral vanishes.

So, we need now to sua the following two series:

S+(v,J2) (A-3)

and

(A-4)

S (v + r, £1). (A-5)

Define,

(A-6)

The function U will be calculated below. For a real value of C. which is
not an Integral multiple of x,, we have

We shall use (A-7) to obtain S+(v,.~)
continue the function S + into the coaplex d region.

Eor real .'*, and Chen analytically

The function U satisfies the fol Lowing two conditions:

U(v * 2-..1)

U(v,r.). (A-7)

(A-8)
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(A-9)

From (A-9), w* have for 2nff < v < 2(n+l)iT,

0 - C a (A-10)

The coefficient C it to be determined from the condition (A-8). (A-8)
and (A-10) imply that

cn+l " c n

Ve now calculate Cn. From (A-9), we have

ixf[co - 2IT.

This together with

giva

From (A-ll) and (A*12), we obtain

(A-ll)

(A-12)

(A-13)

Thus for 2nrr < v < 2(n+l)rr, we have

(A-14)

Using (A-14), we obtain, for 2nrr < v < 2(n+l)f:

- P r
sin{Lv-TT(n+l)j jp} sin'J

(̂v,̂ ) - f 4 -T- 1

S"(v,n) - i
s
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(A-15)


